In this paper we study the reactions zv~z.co(1 ), 7m z. Az(2+), and nz~z . coz(3 ) as a bootstrap system for natural-parity trajectories. We start from the solution of our previous work that gave, among other results, expressions for the trajectory and residue functions as well as mass formulas, in agreement with experiment. Here we study in detail the sum rules as a function of momentum transfer t. We find a set of residue functions P (t) that are self-consistent and such that the Regge and resonance sides of the equations are almost equal in a large region of t. We study also a step-by-step approximation that, at each stage, enlarges the region where the equations are valid. We find, however, that the leading Regge trajectories, even if infinitely rising, cannot bootstrap themselves. We outline two possible (not incompatible) ways of implementing the bootstrap. The first way demands an optimized choice of the cuto6 parameter and considers the whole family of reactions 7rz~nXs (Xs being a normal-parity state of spin I).Our results for J(3 show that this is a definite possibility. The second way is to consider a whole family (parent and daughters) as participating in the bootstrap. We find this possibility also attractive, and as a consequence we find that daughters must be parallel to the parent, for linear trajectories. The properties of our parametrization are also discussed -in particular, the Khuri paradox and the coupling of high-spin resonances to the system. We also compare our results with experiment whenever possible. Our A& trajectory, for instance, follows the Gell-Mann mechanism, and the exponential t dependence of our residue functions is perfectly consistent with the one found in recent phenomenological fits to inelastic reactions.
1. INTRODUCTION 'T seems that a very promising attempt in elementary-'~particle theory today can be found in blending the general principles of 5-matrix theory, embodied in analyticity, crossing, and unitarity, with the dynamical elements contained in Regge-pole theory. The resulting scheme will, it is hoped, put strong enough restrictions on the scattering amplitudes that the Regge trajectories and their residue functions will be uniquely determined. As a consequence, the spectrum of particles and their * Work supported in part by the U. S. Ofhce of Naval Research under Contract No. Nonr-1866(55) Rev. 153, 1596 Rev. 153, (1967 .
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v" ImA(o, t)do=+P" (t) cr"+n+ I Another way of exploiting the above equations, which is more theoretical and certainly very attractive, is the one we call the "bootstrap" of Regge trajectories. The general idea of this approach is that, for some particular reaction, the amplitude in the resonance region of the direct channel can be obtained by use of crossing as the analytic continuation of the Regge amplitude describing scattering at high energy in the crossed channel. The essence of the problem lies therefore in finding a trajectory and residue function that when introduced as input reproduces itself consistently. Also one must find a parametrization of the scattering amplitude which obeys the constraints of analyticity, unitarity, and crossing symmetry. The simplest model of such a theory is the one based on the narrow-resonance approximation and, consistently, on real rising Regge trajectories.
In this frame Eqs. (1.1-2) provide us with a set of algebraic relations in terms of Regge parameters only. This model has also been proposed by Mandelstam" and has been 6rst exploited by the authors'4" in two '~R . Dolen, D. Horn, and C. Schmid, Phys. Rev. Letters 19, 402 (1967); Phys. Rev. 166, 1772 (1968 . " S. Mandelstam, Phys. Rev. 166, 1539 (1968 In Sec. 3 we study the problems posed by the t dependence of the residue function P(t).
In particular we study (a) the 1 dependence of our model and how it compares with experiment (we find reasonable agreement for positive and negative t), (b) the mechanisms followed by our trajectories at sensenonsense points of both signatures (we find the GellMann mechanism), (c) the restrictions found by Khuri on these functions [our P(t) v, = [n(t)/4n'lC t(n, e)(k/2) where we have introduced C't(n, e)=(sn+se) "'I' '(n+2) . (2 9) (2.10) often assumed in the following that the function P(f) is a constant in the interval of t in which we are implementing the saturation. This is of course a dynamical assumption.
We use v as the asymptotic variable, keeping in this way the s, n symmetry of the problem at every step.
Regge behavior and analyticity requirements allow one to write the following family of sum rules:
First we concern ourselves with the lowest-moment non- Another important feature of the model is that, once the scale factor is chosen and the prescription for the displacement of the limit of integration is fixed, the inclusion of further resonances is possible without introducing further new parameters. This is clear since vj cannot depend on the number of resonances included.
By means of Eq. (2.2) we can compute the contribution of the resonance of spin J lying on the Regge trajectory by going to t=mz'. Equation (2.2) actually gives only the leading contribution but one can easily compute the whole contribution that has to be propor-"Notice, however, that we have changed the parametrization with respect to that paper since it was not suitable for introduction of more resonant states.
"To show the importance of the choice of parametrization we point out that, with our definitions, the value of k used by Mandelstam (Ref. 13) is 8/e, i.e. , our scale factor is 4/e times larger than his. Such a difference is enough to ruin the agreement presented in Fig. 2 
a(t)
and we have used, as previously explained, 4p= m"'+m +i2+t -Z.
Moreover 6 is a parameter defined by (2.15) a( 2m '+-Z) = a( -0.53 BeV') = -5 (2. 16) and was found to be zero when the p alone was considered. Finally, P2'yi (a) is proportional to P2 '+] (cosa, ) at s=m;+&' but has the simpler asymptotic behavior
The function C"(a) turns out to be almost constant and equal to one in an interval increasing with n (~a~( 2n).
For completeness we plot 43(a) in Fig. 3 
where we have defined C"(a) = C "(a, 4n -2) = (2n -2)!( -', a+2n -1)~+' X I' '(a+2n) (2. 14)
Next we assume P(t) = const. The first approximation (n= 1) was discussed above and leasd to 8=0, namely a( -0.53) =0. The case n= 2 demands the inclusion of the 3 state. Equation (2.13) assumes the form Concerning the positive-t region, we already stated our prediction of an exponential dependence of the couplings as a function of J. Such a law seems verified'4 in the experimentally accessible case of baryonic Regge recurrences. For mesons we can predict, from the I dependence of P(t), the ratio gii gg, " 1 P(mss) 1 X -=0.87X10 -' BeV -', (3.21) g,~~g,~~1 6P(mi') vi where g, and g, "are the conventionally defined p couplings and we used &(R~~) =sg~-e", '"'(Pi P2).(Pi Ps) (P-i Ps~. -(3 22)-Z(Roi7r) =ig g "e""p, e"g"&~&e"'~&gyps.
X
(V-P.).(~-P.),. (3 23)
The kinematics are defined as for an s-channel E exchange in Fig. 1 "It is interesting to point out that our amplitudes obey a conspiracy condition at both threshold and pseudothreshold, and not evasion. We have no kinematical constraint at 1=0 (in our case an unphysical point). These constraints, however, cannot be tested experimentally. 
$+(n, ) = (1&e '~~')/sins-n;, P r"(t)=r-'( -1)8 r" With the use of (4.33), sum rule 4 turns out to be automatically satisfied. Finally, sum rule 1 demands n, =nr and A= ptn, 'P-, A/prB In co.nclusion, the solution of our system demands n, (t) = nr(t) = n(t), vt --vs= 1/2n', PA -PA -1pB 1pB
The reader is in possession of all means needed to write the sum rules. The road is straightforward, but the algebraic calculations are lengthy. One of the seven equations is derived in Appendix B to show the method in detail. We thus obtain the system of sum rules: P c,E;= right-hand side.
(4.30)
The coefficients c; and the right-hand sides (Regge contribution) are given in Table I for the various sum rules, while the expressions for the E s are listed in it is possible to extract from the right-hand. side of each of the seven sum rules a smooth and practically constant function C"(n). The C functions as well as the final form of the right-hand side are given in Table III . In any case let us now look to the modifications induced by introduction of other resonating states, i.e. , the 3 and 4+ particles on the p and f trajectory. The only difference in the right-hand sides is that the higher cutoff v makes us extract diferent smooth C functions as indicated in Table III (column 3) . Setting C = 1, we obtain for the right-hand sides the polynomials shown in Table III . The system is further simplified by choosing &=0, u(0)=-, ', u(0) being the trajectory intercept at t=0.
We finally get u(u+ 1)(u+2)+ 5+ (5/28)(Su+3) = u(u+ 1)(u+ 2) (4 46) 'u(u+3)(u+5)+ 6(u+2)'(u+5)(u+ 7)+ (7/40) (u+3) +(3/28)( +5)( -. ')=2 ( +2)( +3) (447) (u -1)(u+ 1)(u+ 2)+ (7/20) (u+ 3) = (u -1)(u+1)(u+2), (4.48) ( -1)( +1)( +2)( +3)+ (1+-'. ) -5/4+(3/14)( +5)(5 +l) = (u+ 1)(u -1)(u+2)(u+3) (4 49) (u+1)(u+2)+ (7/20) = (u+1)(u+2), (4.50) (u+ 1)(u+ 2) (u+ 3)+4 (u+ 2)+ (15/28) (2u -1) = (u+ 1)(u+2) (u+3), (4.51) u(u -1)(u+3)(u+S)+(7/20)(u+3) +(u+S) (u+-') S. 2323~estos (3 ) SCATTERING As explained in the Introduction, the most convenient way to study the properties of the high-spin particles along the leading trajectory is to raise the external spin.
Moreover, though the recurrence of the~particle has not been confirmed experimentally, it is most important to check our solutions in this case as well.
U we work with amplitudes behaving at most as v for large v, we have five independent sum rules due to the existence of three independent helicity amplitudes.
The scattering amplitude T is decomposed as follows: To compute the resonance side we use the same procedure as in Sec. 4. We introduce helicity amplitudes and we compute the resonances in terms of them. However, for the same reasons as before, the sum rules in the two representations are not equivalent. We use then helicity amplitudes just as calculational aides, but we reconvert them in terms of invariant amplitudes.
We will not repeat here these lengthy calculations but refer the reader once more to Appendix 8 where the method has been used for similar sum rules.
We (5.14)
and p (q) is the center-of-mass momentum of the 2-pion (~+a,) system. Other symbols are standard. We now express everything in terms of n(t), as in the preceding section, and we neglect the pion mass and the cv(3 ) = n(n -1)(n+2), (5.18) The sum rules are now pure functions of o; that read 
where, since we use exactly the same notation, e""is the polarization tensor of the tensor particle and g its momentum.
Notice that A and 8 have now opposite crossing properties. We can follow the same prescription as before. , d»), dp, (A18) contribution to Ar p"'. Q3"' (mr' )/~nr'(s -mr' )) 
